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G’day to all Woodies.

Spring is here and the likelihood of rain seems remote as I write this. The water 
trucks are busy on the Range once again so I hope all Woodies are prepared for a 
hot and perhaps a dry summer. 


Management Meeting 9th September 2017 

The Management Committee had their monthly meeting recently and a few issues 
were raised which members should be aware of.  Firstly, it has always been a 
practice that any member who wishes to attend management committee meetings, 
boring as they may be sometimes, are always welcome.  The meetings are now 
scheduled on a regular basis so all Guild members know when they are on;  always 
the second Saturday of each month, starting at 9.00 am at the Club house. 

Every third meeting will be a General meeting and following is the schedule for the 
rest of this year :

 
 Meeting Schedule:


14th October 2017

11th November 2017	 Preceded by a General meeting


9th December 2017

13th January 2018


10th February 2018	 Preceded by a General Meeting

10th March 2018

14th April 2018


12th May 2018	 	 Preceded by a General Meeting

9th June 2018.


Our Facebook page:

Sarah Odgers put her hand up some time ago to set up a Facebook page for the 
Woodies so members can show off their creations to the World.  If you have done 
something interesting, this could be a good way to get some publicity. Why not 
send Sarah a photo of work you have done and a story if possible.
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Her contact details are:


Phone	 	 0408 986 466


Email 	 	 sarah.hogan1984@hotmail.com


Tuesday - Quiet day! 

The need for a quiet area for some members to work and be a part of the Club 
was recognised initially by early management committees, hence Tuesdays are 
allocated for quiet woodcrafting disciplines. 


Tuesdays are the Club's quiet days. This is the day of the week allocated to 
quieter woodcraft activities, such as wood carving, pyrography, intarsia etc and it 
seems that some members are not respecting this tradition by carrying on normal 
activities.  It is unfair on carvers doing intricate work when behind them, a drop 
saw suddenly swings into action and may cause them to slip and maybe do 
themselves an injury. 


We ask everyone to respect this day for quiet activities. That does not mean other 
activities should stop entirely;  just respect other members needs on this day.  
Our Tuesday Shed Captains will be asking for cooperation. 


As a very important part of our 5 year plan, a new building will make this issue 
disappear because the quiet woodcrafts will all be housed in a new building. 


Santa Sale: 


At the Santa Sale at St. Mary's hall in early December for the last two years, the 
Club has made small wooden gifts for the children attending the 'Lighting of the 
Lights' evening put on by the Chamber of Commerce.  We have started some-
thing of a tradition so the our coordinators for the event, Brian Harris and Rick 
Vickers would like ideas and volunteers to get started on this years event.  We 
have done bookmarks and small turned Christmas trees in past years.  Ideas 
please; let Brian and Rick know. 


Shed Cleanliness: 


I know this is a perennial problem and it has been ever since I joined the BRWG. 
There are woodworking clubs so I am told, which insist that members clean and 
vacuum around each machine after each use.  For example, if you use the drop 
saw, you are obligated to clean it thoroughly with a vacuum cleaner before you 
move on to the next piece of equipment to do the next step of your project.  They 
would no doubt have a very clean workspace but I seriously wonder how much 
wood work is done in each session with so much time spent cleaning after each 
operation. 


mailto:sarah.hogan1984@hotmail.com
mailto:sarah.hogan1984@hotmail.com
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My personal experience in my workshop is I do a significant "clean up" after one 
day, or maybe two days, of accumulated dust, saw dust, off-cuts and shavings.  
The  big difference is I don't share my work space with anyone else.  I can do 
what I like!  Club members do share the workspace with others.  A good clean up 
of the work space at the end of the morning session is the rule.  What should not 
be happening is the following:


• Member arrives at say 8.30 am,

• Member uses jointer, drop saw, Hammer table saw, glue, clamps, etc,

• Member wraps up project,

• Member has smoko,

• Member pays for equipment hire (or part thereof as the mood takes them)

• Member leaves at 10.30 am 

• Member leaves mess for others to clean up.

• Member is very unfair to all other members there on that day!


Another example:


• Member uses thicknesser

• Member does not check if gate on dust extraction is open or

• Member does not check if dust extractor is even on (probably after smoko)

• Member machines wood, exhaust chutes get completely jammed full of 

shavings and shaving all over the floor

• Member packs up and goes home.

• Member leaves mess for someone else to clean up.


Hey, how about a fair go;  please clean up your mess before you leave.  There, 
that is off my chest so we can go on.

New Equipment: 

Members attending the workshop recently will have noticed the new Hammer 
Jointer/Thicknesser (under/over machine) and Bandsaw sitting on the floor.  Very 
soon they will be available for use.  Now, about accreditation.  Both new machines 
are similar to but different from those already in operation so members should not 
use them until they are accredited on them.  All members who are accredited on 
the jointer, the thicknessers and bandsaws can be accredited by becoming 
familiar with the operation of the new Hammer machines. The safety requirements 
essential on jointers, thicknessers and bandsaws are the same while the major 
difference in the new machines is the operation. 


Demonstrations will be made progressively to interested members over the 
coming weeks. 
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New Shed: 

This is a brief report on the progress of the new shed.  The Geotech Report is 
done, the engineering is being done this week and hopefully a building application 
will be lodged next week for a STORAGE SHED.  


Up to this point in time, planning of the layouts and locations of timber storage 
racks etc. in this new building has been left with the Management Committee.  A 
planning meeting has been arranged for Wednesday 27th September at 8.30 am at 
the Sports Ground. Any member who would like to contribute to the design is wel-
come.  Prior to the meeting, plans provided by the Army will be on display at the 
shed. 


The components in those green boxes on the tennis court come with complete 
erection instruction, tools etc. and we have elected to do the construction our-
selves, just as many of the other recipients of these buildings have done.  At this 
stage, Ron Fishwick and Tom Black (both project managers in another life) have 
volunteered their services to act a project managers.  Rick Vickers has also volun-
teered to write the Risk Management for us so all in all, the project is in good 
hands. 


Ron and Tom will be calling for volunteers to work to a roster to get the job done.  
If you can make it to the meeting, you will be most welcome. 


Courses: 

Our very efficient turning tutor, Ivan is not feeling the best and as his courses are 
always popular, Robert Otto has stepped up to assist until Ivan is feeling better.  
Thanks Robert and get well soon Ivan. 


To all other Woodies not feeling  the best, get well soon and get back to the Club. 


John Muller

President


The meeting on Saturday also approved the purchase of four new Vicmarc lathes. 
The entire lathe area is to be renovated to provide the turners with up to date lathe 
equipment and a safer work space. Clearly, there will be surplus lathes which the 
club will put out to tender, first to Club members and later for sale to the general 
public.  Thanks to Robert Otto and Greg McCosker for their input and hard work 
into the renovation.    
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Maintenance Report    by Terry O’Connor & Graham Bradford

1. Graham spent several hours maintaining the large thicknesser by rotating the 
cutting blades to ensure a good finish on your finished projects. Many thanks 
Graham.


2. Graham also repaired the off switch toggle on the Hammer Panel Saw. Please 
remember this innovation that Graham installed some time ago is made from a thin 
piece of timber and won't stand rough handling. A new blade was also installed.


3. Thanks to Rob Otto who removed the faulty main drive head from the trusty 
Vicmarc Lathe, and personally delivered it to the Vicmarc factory in Redcliffe for 
repairs. This lathe is over 20 years old, and is testimony  to a good Australian 
product that is exported to woodworkers all around the world. Commiserations to 
Rob who fell foul of the speed cameras while carrying out his good deed.


4. The new 300mm Hammer Jointer / Thicknesser has been installed. It is a very 
precise tool and will give an excellent finish to your boards in the future.


5. The new Hammer bandsaw has also been installed. It has been fitted with a 1/2” 
blade, and is the intermediate bandsaw.


6.  The Woodman docking saw is now in service. This is a sophisticated, industrial 
saw for docking larger, rougher timber, with a pneumatic clamping feature for 
safety. It is to be used in lieu of the mitre saw, which is intended for fine cuts, on 
properly dimensioned timber.


To ensure the three new machines are used correctly, all members are to be trained 
before using them. Advice regarding training will be circulated.




Above are photos of the Laguna band 
saw and the small thicknesser, which 
show how both machines were left by a 
user, without any attempt to clean them. 
Using the machines in that condition will 
cause unnecessary wear, any equally 
importantly, someone else had to clean 
up. Both instances are inconsiderate and 
totally unacceptable.

To the right is a belt from the drum 
sander, which was destroyed by one 
completely inappropriate use, with no 
attempt to clean it (which would have 
been futile), so the belt which had been in 
perfect condition had to be replaced.

Again, unacceptable behaviour, and a 
waste of club resources.

As President John put it so well; Fair go 
for everyone, please do the right thing.



Tips and Tricks   by Warne Wilson

INSERTING A BIT IN A ROUTER

I would like to clarify a little mystery about this.

Many learners have been taught to insert the bit in the collet then withdraw it a 
little before tightening, but they don’t understand the reason.

The way the collet works is; two matching tapers, one on the cone beneath the 
collet nut increasing upward toward the nut, and the other, the taper machined 
into the hollow router spindle, reducing toward the bottom.

Explanations as to why a small gap must be left have varied between “Lessening 
vibration” and “Reducing heat transfer from the bit” but the real reason is very 
simple and completely understandable once you ‘get it!’

When the collet nut is tightened, the two tapers combine to compress the collet 
cone against the shank of the bit, creating a friction fit that locks the bit into 
place. 

I want you to imagine two scenarios: 

(1) The bit is inserted right to the bottom.

The cone will lock onto the shank of the bit, but it will need to be tightened just a 
little more to prevent the bit sliding out during use.  

But it cannot be tightened further because the bit is bottomed, and the two 
cones cannot slide to apply the security pressure needed.

(2) If the bit has been withdrawn a couple of mm. after bottoming. 

The cone can be tightened a little more on the shank of the bit because the two 
tapers still have room to move.

If a woodie tries to tighten a bottomed bit, he or she might get away with it 
repeatedly, but one day the bit will creep out under load and this will lead to the 
project being ruined at best, and at worst, an unidentified flying object spinning 
at 30,000 revs which could injure someone badly.

If the bit is inserted to the bottom and then withdrawn a little, it will enable the 
cones to grab the shank tighter because they will be able to move and tightened 
securely. 

Remember though; you don’t have to gorilla it – just be firm, and respect the 
machine – apart from this; keep your router bits clean and, of course, avoid using 
oil on the shanks.




Safety Notes    by Warne Wilson and Dave Banister

The new machines: 

Members will have noticed changes happening both in the arrival of new 
machines and in the re-siting of some of the older machines.  We have a new 
heavy duty Hammer bandsaw driven by a three phase motor, and a large 12 
inch Hammer jointer/thicknesser, also three phase. 


The new bandsaw has been purchased to replace the “Middle” bandsaw 
which had been with us for many years and the “Blank” bandsaw has been 
brought in from the annex. The new bandsaw has the latest features and 
blade guides to ensure smooth cutting. 


The 12 inch jointer/thicknesser was purchased because the milling crew led 
by Bruce Chapman is now producing wide boards of good quality. We can 
now do justice to these boards by being able to machine them properly.


By the way, when you are machining a board, one side must be flattened and 
straightened on the jointer, before putting it through the thicknesser. Like 
computers; garbage in – garbage out, thicknessers work in a similar way; 
twisted in – twisted out! Flatten one side on the jointer first and put that side 
down through the thicknesser.


As with any new machine, you must fully understand how it works and be 
properly accredited before using it. Your safety is the foremost concern of the 
Guild. 


Also, whenever you are using a machine please care for it as if it were your 
own. Do not over tighten any knobs or handles, keep your feed rate within the 
machine’s capability and listen to the sound it makes; if the machine is 
labouring, switch it off immediately and readjust the cut. 


Lastly do not thump a heavy piece of wood down on any machine. Our Shed 
Managers, Terry O’Connor and Greg McCosker work constantly to keep our 
machines true and tuned, rough handling at BRWG is totally taboo.




Club Events Calendar 

A few more military staff appraisals :


He donated his body to science before he was done using it.


Fell out of the stupid tree and hit every branch on the way down.


He's so dense light bends around him.


If brains were taxed he'd get a rebate.


Some drink from the fountain of knowledge; he only gargled.


Takes him 1½ hours to watch 60 minutes.


Rob Otto is doing a demonstration of a mitre lock router bit : 

9am Saturday 30 September 2017


Santa Shop (2 months to get your items done) :

2nd & 3rd December, 2017

Mary Cairncross Door Project - Book release
Max Barrenger, capably assisted by John Muller, Dave Southern and Rick 
Vickers, has produced a wonderful photographic and written record of the 
Mary Cairncross Door Project, which is about to go to print. With sufficient 
interest (this is a one-off keepsake), the price should be around $30.00.
If you would like a copy, please notify Max : max@barrenger.com.au



Around the Shed

As many of you would know, Jan Clements had a knee replacement some 
months ago, and unfortunately experienced complications which set her recovery 
back. She is now on the mend and mobile again, and it was great to see her back 
at the shed this week. Keep smilin’ Jan.

The dead tree shown has been removed as it 
was dangerous. Thanks to the tree removal crew.

The Guild was gifted three high quality, professional picture framing tools, 
which the Management Committee has a decided do not fit with the Guild’s 
activities, and therefore they are for sale, with the proceeds to go to the new 
equipment being purchased, i.e. jointer, band saw and lathes.

If you have any interest in the equipment, or know of anyone who might 
interested, please see Greg McCosker.

You will have see the great work done 
to the car park. Well, while the 
excavator was at work, Range 
Earthmoving kindly removed the large 
stump from the front of the building. 
We are now waiting for the garden 
fairy to sneak in overnight and plant 
some attractive, hardy plants !



If you are looking for artistic inspiration to lift the standard of your 
woodworking, then maybe these will help.

Canadian artist Maskull Lasserre is known for creating intense, cringe-worthy 
pieces of art, and his newest piece is no exception. Titled Schrodinger’s 
Wood, the piece features the trunk of an Ash tree with a frayed rope carved in 
the middle. The rope is barely holding together the trunk while fraying from the 
weight of itself, which makes the whole piece look extremely intense.



Timber Tales by Bruce Chapman

The kiln this month has been emptied with Queensland maple in the racks and 
Liquid Amber still on the floor. The Liquid Amber will be ready for use but I have 
not had the chance to place it in the racks yet. A lot of the Liquid Amber was

from relatively small logs and so has mostly been slabbed. 


The kiln currently is loaded with Camphor Laurel which will be out next

month. The Camphor was not cut by the milling team and is not the

normal size. Most of it is 50mm thick. We finally look like getting

some Camphor logs but it will be quite a while before they get

through the process and are available for use. 


We are presently cutting Silky Oak and Silver Quandong. We have a few more 
weeks of Silver Quandong to get through.


Our current contractor who moves 
our logs is on notice that we have 
another available to step up to get 
the job done should the service 
decline.



  GREGORY MACHINERY'S OPEN DAY: 

Please note the flyer below from Gregory Machinery re their Open Day/s on 20th 
and 21st October.  They are running a competition by asking woodcrafting groups 
to enter items we have made.  Recycled timber seems to be the theme however 
what is the definition of recycled timber; all timber is recycled. Recycled dead 
trees?  

We have written to Gregorys to have this clarified and will advise members who 
may be interested in participating just exactly what the competition rules are. 


I will be attending and will put my hand up to coordinate BRWG's contributions if 
other members wish to participate. 


The prize is certainly well worth the effort in entering. 


John Muller

President.

Hello to all Woodwork-
ers,

 
An update to our Open Day. 
Plans are progressing well 
with Guilio Marcolongo 
agreeing to being Guest 
Turner for the two days. 

Come along and watch a real 
expert on the Laguna 24-36 

Lathe.

Festool will be on site with 
demonstrations of their fan-

tastic tools.
Cameron will be giving in-
struction on the Laguna 

bandsaws. Ripping, breaking 
down and cutting veneers.
Warwick and Simon will be 
running demonstrations on 

the Woodman CNC and 
Laser.

COMPETITION - OPEN TO ALL 
CLUBS AND INDIVIDUALS – 
Recycled Functionality

Entrants are invited to submit 
entries for judging of any hand-
made wooden product utilising 
primarily recycled timber.
Entries will be judged on the fol-
lowing criteria;

• Use of recycled timber
• Function
• Design
• Usefulness
• Innovation

The judges’ decision will be Fi-
nal. The winning entry to re-
ceive a Laguna 14bx Bandsaw 
valued at $2,350.00.
ALL ENTRIES TO BE DELIV-

ERED TO 807 BOUNDARY RD 
RICHLANDS, BY THE 18TH 

OCTOBER. (PHOTOS WILL 
BE ACCEPTED FROM EN-
TRIES THAT DELIVERY IS 
NOT POSSIBLE EMAIL TO 
INFO@GREGMACH.COM )

mailto:INFO@GREGMACH.COM


Did you know ????

As you no doubt heard recently, much of America was in the path of a rare solar 
eclipse, including the People’s Republic of California. As you also doubtlessly heard, 
you weren’t supposed to stare into the sun without a special pair of glasses. Now, 
the people of California thought they had a great way to view the eclipse without 
glasses. Unfortunately, it landed a bunch of them in urgent care.


According to one nurse practitioner in California who spoke to a television reporter, 
patients actually presented at urgent care complaining of eye pain as they put sun-
screen on their eyes because they didn’t have glasses.

Yes, folks. Now you know why they put “do not eat” on that little packet of silica gel 
that came with your camera.


While it usually takes 24 hours for the symptoms of retina damage from direct sun 
viewing to appear, they began seeing people just hours after the eclipse. And while 
the damage may have been tangentially related to the eclipse, it had a lot more to do 
with stupidity.

***********************************************************************************************************

What will wood working look like in a few short years. Who has thought of buying a 
CNC router ? Well, what about 3D printing. The price of the cheapest 3D printer 
came down from $18,000 to $400 within 10 years. In the same time, it became 100 
times faster. All major shoe companies have already started 3D printing shoes.


Some spare airplane parts are 3D printed in remote airports. The space station has 
a printer that eliminates the need for the large amount of spare parts they used to 
have in the past.


In the near future, new smart phones will have 3D scanning possibilities. You can 
then 3D scan your feet and print your perfect shoe at home.


In China, they already 3D printed and built a complete 6-storey office building. By 
2027, 10% of everything that's being produced will be 3D printed.


Have you thought of a prospective new business ? If it doesn't work with your 
phone, forget the idea. And any idea designed for success in the 20th century 
is doomed to failure in the 21st century. 70-80% of jobs will disappear in the 
next 20 years. There will be a lot of new jobs, but it is not clear if there will be 
enough new jobs in such a short time. This will require a rethink on wealth 
distribution.  
So enjoy the world as we have it, every single day.



Innovation Corner

Sander Circle Jig: Make Perfectly Round Wheels Quickly 
- August 23, 2017 - Popular Woodworking 
I find myself needing a lot of small circles for use on wooden toys. When I cut 
those disks with a circle-cutting jig on the band saw, the edge is a little too 
rough, so I’ve made a fixture for the disk sander that makes quick work of 
sanding the wheels perfectly round and smooth. 

A ledger strip on the bottom plate of the fixture fits into the sander’s miter slot 
to hold it in place. Atop that is a moveable arm, secured in place loosely 
enough so that it can freely pivot. At the working end, I cut off an 1⁄8″ drill bit 
that fits through the holes in the centre of the rough disks; it’s epoxied in place 
to the swing arm. In front of the arm is a stop that controls the diameter to 
which the disks are sanded (it’s simply screwed in place, and can be easily 
moved as needed). 

I slip a rough disk onto the cut-off drill bit, then swing the arm into the rotating 
sander until the disk contacts it. The motion of the sander rotates the disk at 
high speed and sands it round in seconds, while the stop keeps it from getting 
too small. Dan Martin, Galena, Ohio




  

As Edsel Ward attends book signings, ABC interviews, speeches to Boy Scouts, 
oh, and works on his next book, this month we have another chapter from his book, 
Give it a go, which gives further insight in to the expedition : 


“Supposing we get the scooter fixed, I don't mind driving all the way, 
but will you mind bouncing on the pillion seat for 25,000 miles if your 
arm is not strong enough to drive?” 

Keith thought for a while, “Aw yes, suits me. We'll give it a go.”  
The following morning we finalised matters with the police and the in-
surance office and then went to see if our scooter was ready for the 
road. The mechanic, showing us the machine, shook his head and said, 

“I have done all I can under the circumstances, but I doubt if it'll take 
you halfway across India. In fact I think you're crazy, attempting such a 
journey on a mechanically unsound machine.” I spent the remainder of 
the afternoon in a nearby bazaar bargaining for a few extras, which we 
needed for the trip.  

On our way back to the hotel after dinner that evening, we were con-
fronted by a tough looking youth who wanted to change money for us. 
We tried to discourage him but he would not take no for an answer and 
followed us to the hotel door. Keith made a quick retreat to our room 
but I decided to bargain with the money changer as I was about due to 
cash a cheque. 

“How much per pound Sterling will you give me?” “Fifteen,” he said, 
holding up his fingers to make sure I under stood. “Ah! Run away, I 
know where I can get twenty.” 

He stood there with his mouth open for a moment, rocked by my state-
ment, then, when he recovered, declared he would get me twenty and 
not to leave until he returned. Ten minutes later he slipped quietly up 
the steps beside me and whispered confidentially, “I get you eighteen?” 

“No deal. Twenty or nothing,” I said, even though I was tempted to take 
the eighteen. I waved a five-pound Traveller’s Cheque under his nose 
and without a word he darted off again. He returned shortly with a 
pained expression on his face as though he had just stubbed his toe. “I 
can get you, twenty,” he said in sorrowful tones. 

I tore the cheque out and started to fill it in. He almost threw a fit as 
he waved his arms. “No-one can do this but the money changer,” he 
cried. At the same time he snapped the cheque out of my fingers, ran 
down the steps, and turned into a narrow alleyway with me right on his 
heels, wondering if I had seen the last of my cheque. 

He stopped in front of a small doorway and breathing heavily said, 
“Come no further. It is forbidden. Here is money changer. Trust me.” 

The Life and Times of ….



  I agreed, but was feeling that I had seen the last of my fiver when he 
suddenly returned with a fistful of rupees and counted them out to me. 
I checked them. Yes, I had my twenty all right, so now all I hoped was 
that they were not counterfeit. 

I returned to the hotel and asked Keith if he would like to come for a 
stroll round the bazaar while I spent some of my hot money on film. We 
cut straight into the bazaar where we were confronted by everything 
from vagrants to dope pedlars. Eventually, we came to a cluster of 
shops selling photographic equipment, and after surveying the layout, 
picked on one that appeared to have the best range of films and entered. 

Hardly had I crossed the threshold when I was enveloped in a wave of 
yabbering salesmen who wanted to ‘sell me good camera’. I pushed my 
way through to the counter ignoring them all until I found one who 
looked like the manager. I was about to ask him the price of film when he 
got in first, “How much for your camera?” he asked. “What price?” 

Helped by his assistants he argued, screamed and made me offers, in an 
effort to lever the camera away from me. Bedlam ensued. I hugged my 
camera, half expecting someone to cut the strap as they crowded around 
me. However, they gradually simmered down when they realised they 
were wasting their breath and that I really came to buy film. A haggle 
over prices now ensued. After ten minutes I found myself in possession 
of two colour films at better than the right price. I examined them, paid 
up, then rejoined Keith and continued our stroll back to the hotel, 
feeling happy with the evening's transactions. 

To cut down on weight we donated our Li-los to the Colombo Boy Scouts 
next morning, then got down to the business of loading up the scooter 
in preparation for the road before a critical audience. By the time we 
were ready to leave, it seemed as though half of Colombo had come to 
see us off. It felt good to be mobile again. 

Outside Kandy we paused to admire the Royal Botanical Gardens which 
date back to 1371 and are reputed to be the most beautiful in the East. 
They take in an area of some 150 acres and have species of tropical 
plants and trees from all over the world. Time went too quickly and we 
were again on the move, climbing up the last grade into the cool of 
Kandy. 

Kandy Royal Botanical 
Gardens



  

Monday General Activities

Tuesday Turning & Carving

Wednesday General Workshop & Toys

Thursday Furniture & Joinery

Friday General Activities

Saturday General Act. & Demo's

Who's Who in BRWG Inc. 2017 - 18
Patrons - Andrew Powell MP, Mark Jamieson - Mayor SCRC and Cr Jenny McKay

Timber Management Ron Donald, Bob Rothwell. Bruce Chapman

Shed Managers Greg McCosker, Terry O’Connor

Amenity Officer Hamish Borthwick

Purchasing Officer Rob Otto

Training Officer Rob Otto

Librarian Max Barrenger

First Aid Officer John Drewe

Events Organiser Rick Vickers 0408 663 842

Safety Officers Dave Banister, Warne Wilson

Recruitment Officers Dave Banister,  Tom Black, Dave Edmond, Keith Muirhead

Activity Officers John Drew, John Clarke, Warne Wilson, Dave Banister,  Keith Muirhead, 
Brian Harris, Max Barrenger

President John Muller

Vice President

Secretary Graham Beaumont

Greg McCosker

0418 871 946

0418 746 420

0449 081 092

Asst. Secretary Dave Edmond 5478 6932

Treasurer Brian Harris 5445 7921

Asst. Treasurer Lindsay Thomas, Julie Breen

Newsletter Editors Greg McCosker, Max Barrenger

Website Editor Dave Edmond 5478 6932

Publicity Officer John Andrews, Hamish Borthwick



Shed Captain Roster - October 2017
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

2 John Muller 3

9 Lionel Tilley 10

16 Dave Banister 17

Greg McCosker

Tom Black

Bruce Chapman

4

11

18

5

12

19

John Muller

Ian Colledge

Ray Bryant

6

13

20

Nigel Cundy

Hamish B/wick

Dave Edmond

23 Brian Harris 24 Dave Southern 25 26 John Drewe 27 Don English

7

14

21

28

Keith Muirhead

Graham Bradford

Warne Wilson

Greg McCosker31John Muller30

AM Max Barrenger
PM Warne Wilson

Ron Fishwick
PM Keith Carter

AM Leigh Boynton
PM Terry O’Connor
AM Rob Otto

PM Keith Carter

Shed Captain Roster - November 2017
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

6 Lionel Tilley 7

13 Dave Banister 14

Tom Black

Bruce Chapman

1

8

15

2

9

16

John Muller

Ian Colledge

Ray Bryant

3

10

17

Nigel Cundy

Hamish B/wick

Dave Edmond

20 Brian Harris 21 Dave Southern 22 23 John Drewe 24 Don English

4

11

18

25

Keith Muirhead

Graham Bradford

Warne Wilson

John Muller3029Greg McCosker28John Muller27 AM Ron Fishwick
PM Terry O’Connor

AM Max Barrenger

PM Terry O’Connor

Ron Fishwick

PM Warne Wilson

AM Leigh Boynton
PM Keith Carter
AM Rob Otto

PM Warne Wilson


